
MATCH REPORT 
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 16/1 (3.1-19) vs MAROUBRA SAINTS YG 16/1 (11.6-72) 
ROUND 8 - SUNDAY 2ND JUNE 2019 
WELDON OVAL MANLY 

 
Our Round 8 game was against the Manly Bombers at Weldon Oval Manly. This game was a crucial one for Lightning 
as both teams were equal on the ladder and a win would consolidate a spot within the top 4.  

The girls knew they were playing a worthy opponent and were all going to have to be at their best as Lightning were 
missing a number of key players due to injury and rep commitments, starting with 14. That said, the Bombers had a 
full bench meaning that the girls were up against the wall before the first centre bounce. 

After first and second quarters, Manly were leading 45 to 6. The Bombers were hungry for the win and keen to atone 
for their loss to Lightning at Rofe Park last season. They played some good footy, they were first to the ball, were 
holding onto their marks and kicking straight. Unfortunately, the bounce of the ball and a number of umpiring decisions 
were going against us. 

At the half time huddle Coach Perry gave a rousing speech and asked the girls for more talk, more shepherding, as well 
as applying score board pressure and Lightning came out firing in the premiership quarter. They looked like a different 
team putting their heads over the ball and bodies on the line against a physical Bombers side and as a result they won 
the quarter 12 points to 8.       

A well drilled Manly side responded in the final quarter and ended up running out the game as deserved winners. A 
special mention goes to Lucy Boyd who had an outstanding game and was easily the best player on the field across 
both teams and would have collected my 3 Brownlow points.           
 
¼ by ¼: Q1 1.0 v 4.1. Q2 0.0 v 3.2 Q3 2.0 v 1.1 Q4 0.1 v 3.2 
 
Goals: Lucy Boyd (2), Bronte Watkins (1) 

Report by Mark Watkins (Parent)  


